Starting point is my curatorial practice as director of the art organization Al Hoash in East Jerusalem, which sought to reclaim urban space for the Palestinian public. The research offers a critical reflection on canonized theories on participatory art, public space theories and Western science production, by exploring new forms and concepts of participatory art practice through a conversation between theories and practical experience as well as the decolonial approach to talk with instead about protagonists.

To what extent do the theoretical considerations on the canonized concept of the public sphere in participatory socially engaged art hold up outside the Western context? What happens when they are implemented by (post-)colonial subjects in neo-colonial contexts?

Developing a method of alternative knowledge production for art practitioners in order to investigate (non-artistic) production conditions. The aim is to bridge the gap between Western academic public perceptions and non-Western realities.

Decolonization of Western discourses concerning the relations between the public, (state) citizens* and artists.